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174. with Charles E. Beevor (1). A further minute analysis by electrical stimulation of the so-called motor region (facial area) of the cortex cerebri in the monkey (*Macacus sinicus*). *Proceedings of the Royal Society of London* 53: 463. (summary of 186; see 76 [50 for abstract], 77 [French], 111 [French] and 87 [75 for abstract] for previous articles)


177. A clinical lecture on paraplegia as a result of spinal caries (compression myelitis) and its treatment. *Clinical Journal* 1: 321-8. (address [National Hospital for the Paralysed and Epileptic in London])

178. The discovery of the physiology of the nervous system. *Medical Press and Circular* 107 (ns 56): 317-9. (summary [British Association for the Advancement of Science in Nottingham])

179. Discussion on the pathology of the thyroid gland: Preparation for grafting. *British Medical Journal* 2: 676, 678. (summary and discussion [British Medical Association]; see 185 for similar summary)


182. The memorial to the late Professor John Marshall. *British Medical Journal* 2: 762. (correspondence; see 144 for previous correspondence)


185. The thyroid gland and myxoedema. *Lancet* 2: 332. (summary and discussion [British Medical Association]; see 179 for similar summary)

1894

186. with Charles E. Beevor (1). A further minute analysis by electrical stimulation of the so-called motor region (facial area) of the cortex cerebri in the monkey (*Macacus sinicus*). *Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London*, series B 185: 39-81. (see 174 for summary; see 76 [50 for abstract], 77 [French], 111 [French] and 87 [75 for abstract] for previous articles)

187. The destructive effects of small projectiles. *Nature* 50: 104-8. (address [Royal Institution of Great Britain]; see 188 for identical article; see 191 for French version)
188. The destructive effects of small projectiles. *Notices of the Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain* 14: 228-38. (see 187 for identical article; see 191 for French version)


191. L’effet destructif des projectiles de petit calibre (The destructive effects of small projectiles). *Revue Scientifique* 4 (suppl 1): 746-52. (in French; address [Royal Institution of Great Britain]; see 187 and 188 for English versions)


1895


197. Five cases of leontiasis ossium, in three of which the disease was removed by operation. *Practitioner* 55: 12-25.


199. Midwives registration and the midwives bill. *British Medical Journal* 1: 1239-40. (correspondence; see 200 for previous correspondence)

200. The Obstetrical Society of London and the midwives question. *British Medical Journal* 1: 1005, 1120. (correspondence; see 199 for later correspondence)

201. The results of operative treatment of injury or disease of the cervical vertebrae. *Lancet* 2: 437. (summary and discussion [British Medical Association])


1896

204. An address on the physiology and pathology of the thyroid gland. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1623-5. (address [Medical Society of London]; see 221 for identical article; see 205 for summary)

205. Address on the physiology and pathology of the thyroid gland. *Lancet* 1: 708. (summary [Medical Society of London]; see 204 and 221 for complete article)

206. The British Medical Association and the adoption of medical defence. *Medical Magazine* 5: 669-74. (see 223 for correspondence)

207. The difficulty at Adelaide Hospital. *British Medical Journal* 1: 1354. (correspondence)


211. A discussion on sporadic cretinism in this country and its treatment. *British Medical Journal* 2: 620. (discussion [British Medical Association])


213. Election of direct representatives to the General Medical Council. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1679. (correspondence; see 214 for identical letter)


217. A lecture on traumatic neurasthenia. *Clinical Journal* 7: 281-6. (address [University College Hospital])


220. The midwives registration bill. *British Medical Journal* 1: 1066. (correspondence)

221. The physiology and pathology of the thyroid gland. *Transactions of the Medical Society of London* 19: 290-300. (see 204 for identical article; see 205 for summary)

222. Poor assistant. *Lancet* 2: 1340. (correspondence)


1897


226. Das sauerstoffbedürfniss des organismus (The oxygen demands of the organism). *Münchener Medicinische Wochenschrift* 44: 499-500. (in German)


229. Letters from candidates to the electors. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1210. (correspondence; see 227 for identical letter)

231. The medical acts of parliament: As they are and as they ought to be. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1748-9. (summary [South-West London Medical Society]; see 251 for complete article; see 232 for similar summary; see 266 and 267 for discussion; see 261, 268, 269 and 281 for correspondence)

232. The medical acts of parliament: As they are and as they ought to be. *Lancet* 2: 1552. (summary [South-West London Medical Society]; see 251 for complete article; see 231 for similar summary; see 266 and 267 for discussion; see 261, 268, 269 and 281 for correspondence)


234. Methylenblaufärbung der blutkörperchen (The blue colors of the blood corpuscles). *Münchener Medicinische Wochenschrift* 44: 625. (in German)

235. Mr. Horsley’s candidature. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1020. (summary [Medical Society of London]; see 240 for similar summary)

236. Mr. Victor Horsley’s address to the registered medical practitioners of England and Wales. *British Medical Journal* 2: 835. (see 237 for identical article)

237. Mr. Victor Horsley’s address to the registered practitioners of England and Wales. *Lancet* 2: 808. (see 236 for identical article)

238. Mr. Victor Horsley’s candidature. *Lancet* 2: 809-10. (summary [Manchester Committee]; see 224 for similar summary)


242. Replies of other candidates to the interrogatories. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1020. (correspondence)

243. Short note on sense organs in muscle; and on the preservation of muscle spindles in conditions of extreme muscular atrophy, following section of the motor nerve. *Brain* 20: 375-6.
244. Torticollis. *Clinical Journal* 10: 145-9. (address [Hunterian Society]; see 245 and 246 for summaries)

245. Torticollis and its treatment. *Lancet* 1: 666. (summary [Hunterian Society]; see 244 for complete article; see 246 for another summary)

246. Torticollis and its treatment. *Transactions of the Hunterian Society*, 1-12. (NA; summary of 244; see 245 for another summary)

247. Traumatic neurasthenia. *British Medical Journal* 1: 526-7. (summary [Medical Society of London]; see 249 for complete article; see 248 for similar summary)

248. Traumatic neurasthenia. *Lancet* 1: 591-2. (summary [Medical Society of London]; see 249 for complete article; see 247 for similar summary)


250. Two clinical lectures on the treatment of trigeminal neuralgia. *Clinical Journal* 11: 8-14, 17-23. (address [National Hospital for the Paralysed and Epileptic in London])

1898

251. An address on the medical acts of parliament: As they are and as they ought to be. *Lancet* 1: 1-2. (address [South-West London Medical Society]; see 231 and 232 for summaries; see 266 and 267 for discussion; see 261, 268, 269 and 281 for correspondence)


255. A clinical lecture on penetrating wounds of the central nervous system. *Clinical Journal* 12: 261-7. (address [National Hospital for the Paralysed and Epileptic in London])

256. A contribution towards the determination of the energy developed by a nerve centre. *Brain* 21: 547-79. (address [Neurological Society of London])


259. Fifth report of Mr. Victor Horsley to the registered practitioners of England and Wales. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1761-3. (see 260 for identical article; see 262, 263, 274, 276, 277, 279, 280, 282, and 283 for previous articles; see 304, 305, 330 and 331 for later articles)

260. A fifth report to the registered practitioners of England and Wales. *Lancet* 2: 1575-7. (see 259 for identical article; see 262, 263, 274, 276, 277, 279, 280, 282, and 283 for previous articles; see 304, 305, 330 and 331 for later articles)

261. Foreign practitioners and reciprocity. *British Medical Journal* 1: 1558, 1685. (correspondence of 251; see 268, 269 and 281 for other correspondence; see 231 and 232 for summaries; see 266 and 267 for discussion)

262. A fourth report by Mr. Victor Horsley to the registered practitioners of England and Wales. *British Medical Journal* 1: 1288-9. (see 263 for identical article; see 274, 276, 277, 279, 280, 282, and 283 for previous articles; see 259, 260, 304, 305, 330 and 331 for later articles)

263. A fourth report to the registered practitioners of England and Wales. *Lancet* 1: 1349-50. (see 262 for identical article; see 274, 276, 277, 279, 280, 282, and 283 for previous articles; see 259, 260, 304, 305, 330 and 331 for later articles)

264. The General Medical Council: The right of members to inspect the council’s documents. *Lancet* 1: 1562. (correspondence; see 292 for later correspondence)


266. Legislation as a remedy for medical grievances. *British Medical Journal* 1: 172-3. (discussion [South-West London Medical Society]; see 251 for complete article; see 267 for similar discussion; see 231 and 232 for summaries; see 261, 268, 269 and 281 for correspondence)

267. Legislation as a remedy for medical grievances. *Lancet* 1: 247-9. (discussion [South-West London Medical Society]; see 251 for complete article; see 266 for similar discussion; see 231 and 232 for summaries; see 261, 268, 269 and 281 for correspondence)

268. Legislation as a remedy for medical grievances. *British Medical Journal* 1: 243, 340-41. (correspondence of 251; see 281 for identical letter; see 261 and 269 for other correspondence; see 231 and 232 for summaries; see 266 and 267 for discussion)

269. Legislation as a remedy for medical grievances. *Lancet* 1: 399-400. (correspondence of 251; see 261, 268 and 281 for other correspondence; see 231 and 232 for summaries; see
266 and 267 for discussion)


271. The medical and the dentists acts. *British Medical Journal* 1: 395. (summary [British Dental Association]; see 272 for similar summary)


274. Mr. Victor Horsley and the General Medical Council (first report to the registered practitioners of England and Wales). *British Medical Journal* 1: 225-6. (see 276 for identical article; see 277 for previous article; see 259, 260, 262, 263, 279, 280, 282, 283, 304, 305, 330 and 331 for later articles)


276. The penal powers of the General Medical Council: A report to the registered practitioners of England and Wales (first report). *Lancet* 1: 253-4. (see 274 for identical article; see 277 for previous article; see 259, 260, 262, 263, 279, 280, 282, 283, 304, 305, 330 and 331 for later articles)


279. Second report to the registered practitioners of England and Wales. *British Medical Journal* 1: 720. (see 280 for identical article; see 274, 276 and 277 for previous articles; see 259, 260, 262, 263, 282, 283, 304, 305, 330, and 331 for later articles)

280. A second report to the registered practitioners of England and Wales. *Lancet* 1: 744-5. (see 279 for identical article; see 274, 276 and 277 for previous articles; see 259, 260, 262, 263, 282, 283, 304, 305, 330, and 331 for later articles)

281. The society of apothecaries and Mr. Victor Horsley. *Lancet* 1: 327-8. (correspondence of 251; see 268 for identical letter; see 261 and 269 for other correspondence; see 231 and 232 for summaries; see 266 and 267 for discussion)
282. Third report by Mr. Victor Horsley to the registered practitioners of England and Wales. *British Medical Journal* 1: 1037-8. (see 283 for identical article; see 274, 276, 277, 279, and 280 for previous articles; see 259, 260, 262, 263, 304, 305, 330 and 331 for later articles)

283. Third report to the registered practitioners of England and Wales. *Lancet* 1: 1075-6. (see 282 for identical article; see 274, 276, 277, 279, and 280 for previous articles; see 259, 260, 262, 263, 304, 305, 330 and 331 for later articles)

284. The treatment of spinal caries. *Lancet* 2: 370-1. (summary [British Medical Association]; see 257 for complete article)

285. The true interpretation to be placed on the medical acts. *Clinical Journal*, Feb. 9 (suppl). (NA; see 265 for summary)

**1899**


287. The conference on medical politics at Newcastle-on-Tyne. *Lancet* 2: 1474-7, 1481-3. (address and discussion [Direct Representatives’ meeting in Newcastle]; see 301 for identical article)


290. Galen. *Middlesex Hospital Journal* 3: 37-52. (NA; address [Middlesex Hospital Medical Society])

291. The General Medical Council and the Hunter case. *British Medical Journal* 1: 374-5. (correspondence; see 293 for later correspondence)


293. Hunter v. Clare. *Lancet* 2: 50. (correspondence; see 291 for previous correspondence)

294. Illegal certificates. *British Medical Journal* 2: 685, 879-80, 1138, 1223-4, 1315, 1446-7, 1587. (correspondence of 302; see 295 and 300 for previous correspondence; see 299 for summary)

296. On injuries to peripheral nerves. *Practitioner* 63: 131-44. (address [National Hospital for the Paralysed and Epileptic in London])

297. The medical acts and the medical profession. *British Medical Journal* 1: 54. (correspondence of 252)


299. The midwives bill. *British Medical Journal* 1: 1537-40. (summary and discussion [Wood Green and District Medical Society and the East Suburban Medical Protection Society]; see 302 for complete article; see 294, 295 and 300 for correspondence)

300. The midwives bill: Illegal certificates. *British Medical Journal* 2: 313, 502. (correspondence of 302; see 294 and 295 for later correspondence; see 299 for summary)

301. Mr. Victor Horsley’s address. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1501-4. (address [Direct Representatives’ meeting in Newcastle]; see 287 for identical article)

302. The proposed registration of midwives. *Lancet* 1: 1732-4. (address [Wood Green and District Medical Society and the East Suburban Medical Protection Society]; see 299 for summary; see 294, 295 and 300 for correspondence)


304. Sixth report of Mr. Victor Horsley to the registered practitioners of England and Wales. *British Medical Journal* 2: 354-6. (see 305 for identical article; see 259, 260, 262, 263, 274, 276, 277, 279, 280, 282, and 283 for previous articles; see 330 and 331 for later articles)

305. Sixth report of Mr. Victor Horsley to the registered practitioners of England and Wales. *Lancet* 2: 425-7. (see 304 for identical article; see 259, 260, 262, 263, 274, 276, 277, 279, 280, 282, and 283 for previous articles; see 330 and 331 for later articles)

1900

306. An address on the surgical treatment of trigeminal neuralgia. *Practitioner* 65: 251-63. (address [North London Medico-Chirurgical Society at the Great Northern Central Hospital])

308. On the effect of alcohol on the human brain. *Lancet* 1: 1271-3. (summary [Lees and Raper Memorial Lecture for 1900]; see 374 for complete article; see 309 and 310 for similar summaries)

309. The effect of small doses of alcohol on the brain. *British Medical Journal* 1: 1126-8. (summary [Lees and Raper Memorial Lecture for 1900]; see 374 for complete article; see 308 and 310 for similar summaries)

310. The effect of small doses of alcohol on the brain. *Quarterly Journal of Inebriety* 12: 306-11. (summary [Lees and Raper Memorial Lecture for 1900]; see 374 for complete article; see 308 and 309 for similar summaries)

311. The first general meeting. *Lancet* 2: 357. (discussion [British Medical Association])


313. The medical acts. *British Medical Journal* 1: 1123-4. (summary and discussion [Conference on Medical Organisation]; see 314 for complete article; see 325 for correspondence)

314. The medical acts. *Lancet* 1: 1302-3. (address [Conference on Medical Organisation]; see 313 for summary; see 315 for correspondence)


1901

319. Address by Mr. Victor Horsley. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1200-2. (summary [Rotherham and District Medical Guild])

321. The approaching election of direct representatives. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1432. (summary [Wigan and District Medical Guild])

322. The gallery of the council chamber. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1544, 1713. (correspondence)

323. The General Medical Council election. *British Medical Journal* 2: 374-5. (address [meeting in Cheltenham]; see 324 for identical article)

324. Mr. Horsley’s address. *Lancet* 2: 410-11. (address [meeting in Cheltenham]; see 323 for identical article)


326. Mr. Victor Horsley’s report. *British Medical Journal* 1: 485. (correspondence of 330 and 331; see 327 for identical letter)

327. Mr. Victor Horsley’s report. *Lancet* 1: 579. (correspondence of 330 and 331; see 326 for identical letter)

328. A protest and a warning. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1610. (correspondence)

329. The proposed conciliation board. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1610. (correspondence)

330. Seventh report by Mr. Victor Horsley to the registered practitioners of England and Wales. *British Medical Journal* 1: 361-2. (see 331 for identical article; see 259, 260, 262, 263, 274, 276, 277, 279, 280, 282, 283, 304, and 305 for previous articles; see 326 and 327 for correspondence)

331. Seventh report by Mr. Victor Horsley to the registered practitioners of England and Wales. *Lancet* 1: 425-6. (see 330 for identical article; see 259, 260, 262, 263, 274, 276, 277, 279, 280, 282, 283, 304, and 305 for previous articles; see 326 and 327 for correspondence)

332. Speech by Mr. Horsley. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1493. (summary [East Suburban Medical Protection and Medico-Ethical Society])


334. Speech by Mr. Horsley. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1357. (summary [Northumberland and Durham Medical Society])

**1902**


337. Address from Sir Victor Horsley to the registered medical practitioners of England and Wales. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1091. (correspondence; see 344 for identical letter)


342. Sir Victor Horsley’s address to the registered medical practitioners of England and Wales. *British Medical Journal* 2: 811. (correspondence; see 343 for identical letter)

343. Sir Victor Horsley’s address to the registered medical practitioners of England and Wales. *Lancet* 2: 761. (correspondence; see 342 for identical letter)

344. To the registered practitioners of England and Wales. *Lancet* 2: 951. (correspondence; see 337 for identical letter)

**1903**

345. An address on medical politics. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1573-5. (address [Northumberland and Newcastle Medical Association]; see 354 for summary; see 355 for discussion)

346. An address on the purposes and maintenance of our universities. *British Medical Journal* 2: 953-6. (address [University of Birmingham]; see 353 for identical article; see 352 for summary)

347. Alcohol and the medical profession. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1000-1. (summary [Medical Institute of Birmingham])

348. On the consolidation of the public and profession interests of medical men. *British
Discussion on the treatment of epilepsy. *Lancet* 1: 440. (discussion [Medical Society of London]; see 356 for similar discussion)

On Dr. Woodcock. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1619. (obituary)

The Northern University triad. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1179, 1244. (correspondence)

Opening of the medical session of the University. *Lancet* 2: 1058. (summary [University of Birmingham]; see 346 and 353 for complete articles)

The purposes and maintenance of our universities. *Birmingham Medical Review* 2: 615-30. (address [University of Birmingham]; see 346 for identical article; see 352 for summary)

Sir Victor Horsley’s address. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1543. (summary [Northumberland and Newcastle Medical Association]; see 345 for complete article; see 355 for discussion)

Sir Victor Horsley’s address on medical politics. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1615-6. (discussion [Northumberland and Newcastle Medical Association]; see 345 for complete article; see 354 for summary)

The treatment of epilepsy. *British Medical Journal* 1: 371-2. (discussion [Medical Society of London]; see 349 for similar discussion)

Adjourned discussion on chloroform anaesthesia. *Lancet* 2: 1716. (discussion [Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society of London]; see 358 for complete article; see 361 for similar discussion; see 359 and 360 for previous discussion; see 381 for later discussion)


Chloroform anaesthesia. *Lancet* 2: 538. (discussion [British Medical Association]; see 358 for complete article; see 360 for similar discussion; see 357, 361 and 381 for later discussion)

Discussion on chloroform anaesthesia. *British Medical Journal* 2: 720. (discussion [British Medical Association]; see 358 for complete article; see 359 for similar discussion; see 357, 361, and 381 for later discussion)
361. Discussion on chloroform anaesthesia. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1638. (discussion [Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society of London]; see 358 for complete article; see 357 for similar discussion; see 359 and 360 for previous discussion; see 381 for later discussion)

362. Discussion on internal secretion in disease and in treatment. *Lancet* 1: 798-9. (discussion [Chelsea Clinical Society]; see 363 for similar discussion)

363. Internal secretion in disease and in treatment. *British Medical Journal* 1: 666-7. (discussion [Chelsea Clinical Society]; see 362 for similar discussion)

364. On tactile sensation. *Practitioner* 73: 581-96. (address [Wimbledon and District Medical Society])


366. Vertigo, its pathology and treatment. *Transactions of the Otological Society of the United Kingdom* 6: 72-94. (see 382 for identical article; see 383 for summary)

1905


368. Alcohol and commercial efficiency. *Lancet* 1: 739-40. (address [Mansion House]; see 369 for another article)

369. Alcohol and commercial efficiency. Great Britain: National Temperance League. (NA; see 368 for another article)


373. A discussion on toothache, neuralgia, and remote affections of dental origin. *British Medical Journal* 2: 556-7. (discussion [British Medical Association]; see 379 for similar discussion)

375. The higher education of nurses. *Lancet* 1: 1390-1. (discussion [Board of Trade])

376. Select committee on registration of nurses. *Lancet* 1: 1472-3. (discussion [Select Committee of the House of Commons])


378. The teaching of hygiene and temperance in elementary schools. *Lancet* 1: 939-40. (discussion [Victoria Embankment]; see 388 for later discussion)

379. Toothache, neuralgia, and remote affections of dental origin. *Lancet* 2: 383. (discussion [British Medical Association]; see 373 for similar discussion)


381. The Vernon-Harcourt inhaler. *Lancet* 1: 91. (discussion [Society of Anaesthetists]; see 358 for complete article; see 357, 359, 360, and 361 for previous discussion)

382. Vertigo. *Journal of Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology* 20: 403-9. (address [Otological Society of the United Kingdom]; see 366 for identical article; see 383 for summary)


1906

384. with Robert H. Clarke (1). The behaviour of nerve fibres. *Lancet* 2: 810. (summary [British Medical Association]; see 385 for complete article; see 371 for previous article; see 404 for later article [405 for Italian summary])

385. with Robert H. Clarke (1). On a method of investigating the deep ganglia and tracts of the central nervous system (cerebellum). *British Medical Journal* 2: 1799-1800. (address [British Medical Association]; see 384 for summary; see 371 for previous article; see 404 for later article [405 for Italian summary])


387. On Dr. Hughlings Jackson’s views of the functions of the cerebellum as illustrated by recent research. *Brain* 29: 446-66. (Hughlings Jackson Lecture for 1906; see 399 for identical article)

388. Hygiene and temperance in elementary schools. *Lancet* 2: 1394. (discussion [Board of Education]; see 378 for previous discussion)
389. The necessity of union in the profession. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1821-5. (address [Sheffield University])


391. with Colin K. Russel (1). Note on apparent re-representation in the cerebral cortex of the type of sensory representation as it exists in the spinal cord. *Brain* 29: 137-52.

392. with R. Townley Slinger (1). Upon the orientation of points in space by the muscular, arthrodial, and tactile senses of the upper limbs, in normal individuals and in blind persons. *Brain* 29: 1-27.

393. On the technique of operations on the central nervous system. *British Medical Journal* 2: 411-23. (address [British Medical Association]; see 396 for identical article; see 394 and 395 for shortened articles; see 397 for summary)

394. On the technique of operations on the central nervous system. *Canadian Practitioner and Review* 31: 486-92. (shortened address [British Medical Association]; see 393 and 396 for complete article; see 395 for another shortened article; see 397 for summary)

395. On the technique of operations on the central nervous system. *Lancet* 2: 484-90. (shortened address [British Medical Association]; see 393 and 396 for complete article; see 394 for another shortened article; see 397 for summary)

396. On the technique of operations on the central nervous system. *Montreal Medical Journal* 35: 601-29. (address [British Medical Association]; see 393 for identical article; see 394 and 395 for shortened articles; see 397 for summary)

397. On the technique of operations on the central nervous system. *St. Louis Medical Review* 54: 261-5. (summary [British Medical Association]; see 393 and 396 for complete article; see 394 and 395 for shortened articles)

1907

398. The deputation of the president of the Board of Education. *British Medical Journal* 1: 1459. (correspondence)

399. Dr. Hughlings Jackson’s views of the functions of the cerebellum, as illustrated by recent research. *British Medical Journal* 1: 803-8. (Hughlings Jackson Lecture for 1906; see 387 for identical article)

400. The early notification of births bill. *British Medical Journal* 2: 414, 553. (correspondence; see 410 for later correspondence)

1908


404. with Robert H. Clarke. The structure and functions of the cerebellum examined by a new method. *Brain* 31: 45-124. (see 405 for Italian summary; see 371 and 385 [384 for summary] for previous articles)

405. with Robert H. Clarke. La struttura e le funzioni del cervelletto (The structure and functions of the cerebellum). *Riforma Medica* 24: 1050-2. (Italian summary of 404; see 371 and 385 [384 for summary] for previous articles)


408. Inquests and operations. *British Medical Journal* 1: 1460-1. (correspondence)


410. The notification of births act. *British Medical Journal* 2: 772. (correspondence; see 400 for previous correspondence)

411. The operative treatment of optic neuritis. *Ophthalmoscope* 6: 658-63. (address [Oxford Ophthalmological Congress]; see 411 for later article [420 and 424 for summaries]; see 412 for previous discussion; see 436 for correspondence)

412. Optic neuritis in cerebral tumour. *Lancet* 1: 858. (discussion [Ophthalmological Society of the United Kingdom]; see 411 and 441 [420 and 424 for summaries] for later articles; see 436 for correspondence)

1909


419. Housing and alcoholism. British Medical Journal 2: 1575-6. (summary [University College in Cardiff])

420. The ipsilaterality of optic neuritis and the lesion causing it. British Medical Journal 2: 877-8. (summary [British Medical Association]; see 441 for complete article; see 424 for identical summary; see 411 for previous article; see 412 for previous discussion; see 436 for correspondence)


424. Optic neuritis. Lancet 2: 390. (summary [British Medical Association]; see 441 for complete article; see 420 for identical summary; see 411 for previous article; see 412 for previous discussion; see 436 for correspondence)

425. The problem of vertigo. Lancet 1: 982. (discussion [Royal Society of Medicine of London])

426. The socialist criticism of the medical profession. Lancet 1: 618. (discussion [Medico-Legal Society])


428. The treatment of trigeminal neuralgia. British Medical Journal 2: 1592. (discussion [Medical Society of London])

429. The use and abuse of alcohol. Lancet 1: 546. (discussion [United Service Medical Society])
1910


431. An address on the surgical versus the expectant treatment of intracranial tumour. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1833-5. (address [German Society of Neurologists in Berlin]; see 433 for German version; see 451 for German summary and discussion)

432. The causes and treatment of increased pressure within the skull. *British Medical Journal* 1 (suppl): 210. (summary [British Medical Association])

433. Die chirurgische behandlung der intrakraniellen geschwülste, im gegensatz zu der abwartenden therapie betrachtet (The surgical treatment of intracranial tumors in contrast to the wait and see therapy). *Neurologisches Centralblatt* 29: 1170-8. (German version of 431; see 451 for German summary)


436. The localizing value of unequal papilloedema. *British Medical Journal* 1: 725. (correspondence of 441; see 420 and 424 for summaries; see 411 for previous article; see 412 for previous discussion)


440. The operative treatment of simple fractures. *Lancet* 2: 349. (discussion [British Medical Association]; see 461 for later discussion; see 444 for correspondence)

441. A paper on “optic neuritis,” “choked disc,” or “papilloedema.” *British Medical Journal* 1: 553-8. (address [British Medical Association]; see 420 and 424 for summaries; see 411 for previous article; see 412 for previous discussion; see 436 for correspondence)


443. with Mary D. Sturge (1). Alcoholism and degeneration. *British Medical Journal* 2: 1656,
1817-8, 1946-7, 2048-9. (previous correspondence of 454; see 453 for later correspondence)

1911


446. with N. S. Finzi. The action of filtered radium rays when applied directly to the brain. *British Medical Journal* 2: 898-900. (address [British Medical Association]; see 447 for summary)

447. with N. S. Finzi (1). The action of filtered radium rays applied directly to the brain. *Lancet* 2: 445-6. (summary [British Medical Association]; see 446 for complete article)


450. The influence of parental alcoholism on the physique and ability of offspring. *Lancet* 1: 164. (discussion [Society for the Study of Inebriety])


453. with Mary D. Sturge (1). Alcoholism and degeneracy. *British Medical Journal* 1: 112, 333-6, 404. (correspondence of 454; see 443 for previous correspondence)

454. with Mary D. Sturge (1). On some of the biological and statistical errors in the work on parental alcoholism by Miss Elderton and Professor Karl Pearson, F.R.S. *British Medical Journal* 1: 72-82. (see 443 and 453 for correspondence)
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